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The Shielding Effect of HTS Power Cable
Based on E-J Power Law

Daisuke Miyagi, Satoru Iwata, Tomohiro Wakatsuki, Norio Takahashi, Fellow, IEEE, Shinji Torii, Kiyotaka Ueda,
and Kenji Yasuda

Abstract—A method for analysing the current distribution in
high- c superconducting (HTS) power cable is examined by the aid
of the novel use of anisotropic conductivity and 3-D finite element
method considering - power law characteristic. The detailed
current distribution in the cable is illustrated and the shielding ef-
fect of HTS shield layer with intervals is also examined. It is shown
that AC losses in shield layer with intervals are increased when the
interval between wires becomes large.

Index Terms— - power law characteristic, HTS power cable,
HTS shield, 3-D finite element analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

ASUPERCONDUCTING power cable is one of the most
promising applications of high- superconductor (HTS).

However, the basic structure of an HTS cable is not established
yet. To understand the electromagnetic characteristic of the HTS
power cable correctly is important in order to realize a low cost
and high efficiency HTS power cable [1]. The HTS power cable
has magnetic shield layers composed of HTS wires in the ex-
terior of conductor layers. This magnetic shield layer plays to
prevent the increase of AC loss due to apply the magnetic field
to the other phase conductor cores, and also to prevent the eddy
current loss induced in heat insulation metal pipes. The number
of superconducting wires in the shield layer in the conven-
tional HTS cable is lager than in the conductor layer, because
the radius of the shield layer is large compared with that of con-
ductor layer. By the way, the shielding effect can be acquired by
using the same number of superconductive wires of the shield
layer as that of the conductor layer. If the shield layer with inter-
vals having same number of superconducting wires with that of
conductor layer is used, the cable cost can be cut down consid-
erably. To design an efficient cable, the shielding effect should
be exactly investigated by analysing, for example, the effect of
twist pitch and the number of wires of a shield layer etc. on
flux and current distributions. However, the report about the ac-
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Fig. 1. Structure of typical HTS cable composed of multi-layered conductors.

Fig. 2. Modeling of cable conductors with anisotropy of conductivity.

curate analysis of current distribution of the HTS cable taking
account of the - characteristic is few reported [2], [3]. This
is mainly because the 3-D analysis of current distribution in the
HTS cable consisting of super-conducting tapes spirally wound
on a former is not easy.

In this paper, 3-D finite element analysis taking account
of the nonlinear - power law characteristic is carried out
by modeling the spirally wound superconducting tapes as the
conductors having an anisotropic conductivity [4], [5]. The
detailed current distribution in the cable is illustrated. The
effect of number of superconducting wires in the HTS shield
layer with intervals on the shielding characteristics is discussed.

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

A. Modeling of Cable Structure

An HTS cable should consist of multi-layered conductors
to increase its current loading. The structure of typical HTS
cable is shown in Fig. 1. When there are many layers of su-
perconductor in a superconducting cable, it is difficult to an-
alyze magnetic fields in the cable using the conventional 3-D
finite element method, because the number of finite elements
increases greatly. If the cable is treated as a macroscopic one
having anisotropic conductivity as shown in Fig. 2, the calcula-
tion can be carried out within the acceptable memory require-
ment and CPU time. Moreover, since it is not necessary to gen-
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Fig. 3. Local coordinates.

erate a mesh even if the twist pitch is changed, the optimal twist
pitch can be easily examined.

The conductivity parallel to the superconducting tape de-
pends on the - power law characteristic. The conductivity

perpendicular to the superconducting tape is assumed by

(1)

where is the conductivity of the silver sheath. is the volume
fraction of superconductor in the HTS layer. The conductivity

of silver sheath is (at 77 K) and the volume
fraction is assumed as equal to 0.6.

The conductivity of the anisotropic conductor is a tensor, of
which the off-diagonal elements are all zero. The current density

, and in the -, - and -directions defined along the
superconducting tape as shown in Fig. 3 can be written using
each component , and of electric field strength and

and as follows [5]:

(2)

The relationship between , and and , and can
be obtained as follows [5]:

(3)

where [K] is the transformation matrix [5].

B. Model of HTS Power Cable

Fig. 4 shows the analyzed model. We assume three kinds of
models of HTS power cables. All models have same dimensions
of conductor layer. The difference between each model is the
structure of the HTS shield layer. The model I has the conven-
tional shield layer of which the HTS tapes are fully would. The
models II and III have shield layers with intervals. Table I shows
the specifications of each model. Table II shows the specifica-
tions of HTS tape wire which constitutes the conductor layer and
shield layer. The width of HTS tape wire of both conductor and
shield layers is 4 mm. The thickness of HTS tape wire of the con-
ductor layer is 0.2 mm and that of the shield layer is 0.24 mm.
The inner radii of the conductor layer and the shield layer are

Fig. 4. Model of HTS power cable composed of 1-layer HTS conductor with
twist and 1-layer HTS shield without twist.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS AND CONDITIONS OF HTS
CABLE MODEL FOR NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF HTS TAPE WIRE

15.25 mm and 25.06 mm, respectively. The critical current den-
sity and value of a conductor layer and a shield layer are
both equal to and 8, respectively.

The conductor layer consists of 23 HTS tape wires and twist
pitch is 300 mm. It is assumed that the conductor layer is com-
posed of HTS tapes which is fully covered on the former sur-
face, without leaving a crevice. As shown in Fig. 4 and Table I,
shield layers of all models are not twisted. The shield layer of
model I is composed of 40 HTS tape wires without leaving a
crevice. The shield layers of model II and III are composed of
32 and 20 HTS tape wires with equal intervals, respectively. The
applied transport current is sinusoidal and the fre-
quency is 50 Hz. The peak value of transport current is equal
to 0.8 ( : critical current).

A small sector (1/180, 1/32, 1/20 regions for models I, II
and III) is analyzed due to symmetry by utilizing the periodic
boundary condition. The superconducting cable is treated as
a conductor having large conductivity. The magnetic field is
analyzed using the 3-D edge-based hexahedral finite element
method (A- method, A: magnetic vector potential, : electric
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Fig. 5. AC current distributions in conductor layer at model I (n value = 8,
L = 300). (a) !t = ��=2 (jJ j = 4:37 � 10 A=m ). (b) !t =
0 (jJ j = 4:14� 10 A=m ).

scalar potential). The convergence criterion of ICCG method is
chosen as .

C. Conductivity of Superconductor to be Used in Numerical
Analysis

The infinite conductivity of the supercondcutor cannot
be treated in the numerical calculation. Then, one needs to de-
termine a suitable value for the conductivity in (2) for the
numerical analysis. The superconducting property is given by
the - characteristic represented with a power law as follows:

(4)

where is assumed as equal to . Then, the
equivalent conductivity of superconductor is derived as,

(5)

is determined iteratively at each time step

until the final result is obtained. The conductivity
at the k-th iteration is given by

(6)

where is the conductivity calculated using (5). is the
under relaxation factor . The iteration is stopped,
when becomes less than 0.05. To enhance the ef-
ficiency of calculation, the maximum value of is limited to

and the minimum value of is limited to
the conductivity of silver sheath. Within 100 iterations in
average are necessary to obtain the current distribution consid-
ering the - characteristics.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Current Distribution in a Conductor Layer

Fig. 5 shows the current distribution in the conductor layer of
model I at (transport current is equal to minus
peak value) and at ( is equal to zero). Fig. 5 de-
notes that the current diffuses into the conductor layer from
the outer surface and it flows in the twist direction. The max-
imum value of current density is slightly lager than

.

Fig. 6. Flux and current distributions in a shield layer of model I (model I : 40
HTS tape wire without interval between wires in a shield layer, d = 0 mm, at
!t = ��=2, n value = 8). (i) Current distribution in a shield layer; (ii) flux
distribution around a shield layer.

Fig. 7. Flux and current distributions in a shield layer of model II (model II : 32
HTS tape wires in a shield layer, d = 0:94mm, at !t = ��=2,n value = 8).
(i) Current distribution in a shield layer; (ii) flux distribution around a shield
layer.

B. Shielding Effect of Shield Layer With Intervals

The current distributions in three kinds of HTS shield layers
of HTS power cable model are analyzed. Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show
the current and flux distributions of three models (composed of
40 HTS tape wires), model I having shield layer without inter-
vals between wires, model II having shield layer composed of
32 HTS tape wires and model III having shield layer composed
of 20 HTS tape wires. As shown in Fig. 6, the shield layer of
model I has a very high shielding effect. If the interval between
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Fig. 8. Flux and current distributions in a shield layer of model III (model III
: 20 HTS tape wires in a shield layer, d = 4:0mm, at !t = ��=2, n value =
8). (i) Current distribution in a shield layer; (ii) flux distribution around a shield
layer.

wires is increased, the shield effect decreases as shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 7 denotes that the shielding layer having 32 HTS wires

is sufficient for the shielding of leakage flux.
Figs. 7 and 8 denote that the magnetic field perpendicular to the
HTS tape surface increases at the edge of the wire supercon-
ductivity properties of HTS tape, and this cause the decrease of
wire. The maximum flux density perpendicular to the surface of
tape wire at peak transport current is shown in Table III. The
maximum flux density of model III is about twice as larger as
that of model II.

As the flux penetrates into the shield layer as shown in Figs. 6,
7 and 8, the AC loss in the shield layer should be examined. The
AC loss (W/m) is given by

(7)

TABLE III
FLUX DENSITY AND AC LOSS

where is the period of one cycle. The AC loss of each model
calculated by (7) at and are shown in Table III.
When the interval of between wires becomes large, the loss is
increased. This suggests that the manufacturing cost is reduced
but the running cost is increased due to the increase of AC loss,
when the number of HTS tape wire in the shield layer is reduced.

IV. SUMMARY

A method for analysing the current distribution in high-
superconducting power cable is examined by the aid of novel
use of anisotropic conductivity and 3-D finite element method
in consideration of - power low characteristics. The detailed
current and flux distribution in the cable are illustrated and the
shielding effect of HTS shield is also examined. It is shown that
the manufacturing cost is reduced but the running cost is in-
creased due to the increase of AC loss, when the number of HTS
tape wire in the shield layer is reduced. The results of our anal-
ysis will give an important information for the optimal design
of HTS power cable.
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